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I never heard one voice say: that’s discriminatory and now the entire country has to cocoon.” There was a lot of confusion over who said what this week when the Rural Independent Group’s Mattie ...
Miriam Lord: Mattie ‘No Shame’ McGrath is in need of a history lesson
Our present administration would even deny this fact of history, and have often portrayed the Vietnam War in terms of a failur of our people rather than a failure of leadership. Ironically ...
Ignoring The Lessons Of History
The United States has a long history with Haiti, dating back to 1915 when U.S. Marines under orders of President Woodrow Wilson invaded the country under circumstances not unlike today’s — the ...
Lessons of the past should drive military decisions about Haiti
Around 180 students have worked with sundials, rotary phones, Morse Code and more through a hands-on social studies program at six Chattanooga Youth and Family Development centers this summer.
Chattanooga Landmarks Summer Series brings hands-on local history lessons to community centers
One would expect a government that values history to learn from the lessons of the past. Lo and behold, the government, and to some extent the traditional authorities and church leaders in SA do ...
SA’s leaders are all blind to the lessons of history
Philosopher Georg Hegel declared the only lesson of history is that we do not learn from history. As the US prepares for the final pullout from Afghanistan and what will soon follow as the fall of the ...
The Lesson of Afghanistan is the Lesson of Vietnam We Forgot
Haiti's president assassinated: 5 essential reads to give you key history and insight Haiti took on the most powerful nations of the day – the French, the British and the Spanish – and won. Until ...
Haiti’s revolutionary and intellectual history has lessons for the future
LURKING, somewhere at the back of my mind, there are a number of phrases, sayings, proverbs or whatever, that caution us about the pitfalls of a failure to learn the lessons of history.
Have we learned the lessons of history? (letter)
These days, the primary objective of too many of our educators is not to teach reading, writing, arithmetic, or history. Nor is it to reopen the country's schools. Their new goal is to protest ...
The NEA prefers activism over unbiased history lessons
A beginning, a middle and an end. In the recent past, I see there have been some articles that I suspect are authored by students of history. The articles end with a whisper of a warning of ...
Letters: Don't forget the lessons of history
Jewelry shop advertising page on “La vie Parisienne” French satirical magazine, 1888. Stock image. Suddenly, diamonds are looking interesting again. The cutbacks in diamond production last ...
Diamond pricing: Learn the lessons of history or history will repeat itself
Unless there is a drastic change in the attitude, we may well see history repeating itself.
Let’s not forget the lessons of history - EDITORIAL
Now, throughout the history of aircraft development there is one lesson that stands out clearly, and that is that high speed is always the successful characteristic of any type of operation ...
American Planes: The Lessons of History
Americans today have been told to expect years of military action overseas. Yet they are also being told that they should not expect victory; that a “definitive end to the conflict” is not possible; ...
Nothing Less than Victory: Decisive Wars and the Lessons of History
What might we learn by examining & debating the lessons of over 2,500 years of history in which human beings have sought to avert, instigate, wage, win & end wars? The course is designed with 1 ...
War & Peace: The Lessons of History for Leadership, Strategy, Negotiation & Humanity
Zhao mentioned the history of the Japanese militarists' invasion of China in the 20th century, saying "today's China is not what it was then" but the Japanese have not learned the lessons of ...
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